There Goes the

I

t’s human nature—we don’t treasure something until it’s
gone. And then when it’s gone, we say well, there are
still some others left—until they too are gone. This is the
case with Wing Lee Street in Sheung Wan. This tiny little
street behind Bridges Street is arguably the last authentic
Hong Kong neighborhood, a street with entirely 1950s
architecture that we commonly call “tong lau,” which has
been virtually unchanged over the past decades. Even
though it is now surrounded by high-rise residential estates, the buildings on Wing Lee Street still look the same,
and the spirit of the community’s inhabitants—many of
whom have lived there for decades—is still the same. But
not for much longer.
In 2003, a redevelopment plan from the Urban
Renewal Authority (URA) revealed that Wing Lee Street
would be demolished—a plan that has yet to be approved,
but could be passed as early as this month. But Wing Lee
Street’s popularity was brought to new heights last month,
when local ﬁlm “Echoes of the Rainbow,” which was shot
there on location, won the Crystal Bear award at the Berlin

HK Magazine bids farewell to Wing Lee Street in Sheung Wan.
By Winnie Yeung. Photos by Keith Chan.

Word
on the
Street
June Ng meets the
residents of Wing Lee
Street and hears
stories from a
threatened community.

Mr. Yip
Mr. Yip has been a silversmith for more
than 60 years and has made medals and
trophies for the Hong Kong Jockey Club. He
says he can only stay in business because of
the cheap rent of his store. He says, “There
aren’t many silversmiths left now. Few people follow the old ways using a hammer and
handcrafted tools.” If the street is demolished, it is likely he’ll be forced to retire.
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The Maks

The Kwong Family

This communal ﬂat used to house more than 10 people—most
of them surnamed Mak. The reason they all share the same
family name is because most of them came from the mainland looking for work and tended to stay with people from
their hometown (who often have the same surname). Many
inherited the beds of their deceased fathers. When a parent
died, a son would often follow and travel to Hong Kong in
search of work and be given the same place to live.

The Kwong family are loyal tenants
who have lived here since the 1950s.
The now-deceased Mr. Kwong was a
civil servant and a part-time shoemaker, who used to have a shoe-repair
store at the end of the street. After he
died, Mrs. Kwong had to raise seven
children on her own. Mrs. Kwong is

Lee Chak-yue and his wife

Ms. Lui

Lee is 81 years old and has been running his printing shop at 1 Wing
Lee Street for 30 years. It houses valuable antiques from Hong Kong’s
printing industry including rare, traditional printing machines. Lee
would like to see his shop turned into a printing museum to preserve
these historic items. He says, “The printing industry has supported
generations of Hong Kong people. I love the industry and I want to
leave something for people to remember how important it was.” But
if the street is demolished, all these historic treasures could end up as
landﬁll, and Lee’s 60-year printing career will be lost from the local
community forever.

Although Ms. Lui only moved into the
ﬂat above Mr. Lee’s printing shop a
couple of months ago, her relationship with the neighborhood stretches
way back. She grew up living in the
adjacent Shing Wong Street, and
spent her entire childhood playing on
Wing Lee Street. “When I was a kid,
there were no pavements, just dirt
roads. Boys used to rent bikes for 50
cents from the rental stalls, and girls
played card games,” says Ms. Lui.
“There used to be a vibrant market
facing the street. And where the garbage dump now, there used to be an
open area with Cantonese opera performances during the Hungry Ghost
Festival. Dai pai dongs were around
here too. The Yuk Yip Dessert Stall,

now at the junction of Hollywood
Road and Elgin Street, used to be
here as well.” Unfortunately, when
her dad died a few years ago, she
was forced to leave her home of
50 years because her lease wasn’t
renewed. But it wasn’t only Ms. Lui
who was upset about leaving Wing
Lee Street. She also looks after her
autistic nephew who ﬁnds it very
difﬁcult to adjust to new environment. Even after they moved away,
the boy would detour back to the
street when walking to school,
because he loved the neighborhood
so much. This resulted in Ms. Lui
constantly worrying about his safety.
Thankfully, because everyone knows
Ms. Lui and her nephew on Wing

Film Festival. Its ﬁlmmakers, Alex Law Kai-yui and Mable
Cheung, made a public plea, asking the URA to conserve
Wing Lee Street instead of demolishing it. As of press time,
the URA has not wavered on its decision to demolish.
With yet another URA redevelopment project set to destroy yet another valuable piece of our existing heritage, the
least that HK Magazine could do is to present what is happening to our readers, document the history before it is gone and
open the discussion once again on this controversial project.
In the following pages, we report on why Wing Lee Street has
a strong heritage value, seen through the street’s residents
(“Word on the Street,” below) and its architectural value
through its tong laus (p.12). We then provide a glimpse of
the URA’s vision of what they think Wing Lee Street should
look like in their redevelopment project (p.12). We also
examine how Hong Kong, a city full of history, has had
its historic bits taken apart to such an extent that it has
become a headache for local ﬁlmmakers hoping to reclaim
our old heyday on the silver screen (p.13). And ﬁnally,
we talk with those who appear to be the URA’s worst

nightmare—people who have spent their own money to
renovate tong laus; you see, the URA’s position is that old,
dilapidated tong laus must be demolished (p.14).
That’s the best that we can do but you can do more—
before its demolition, take a trip down collective memory
lane, to Wing Lee Street, before it’s too late.

History of
Wing Lee
Street
The earliest history of Wing Lee Street, which is near the slope above
Hollywood Road, can be traced back to the earliest colonial days, when
the British decided to move the “capital” to Central. Because they did
not want to live with the Chinese, they forced them to move west.
Many settled in Wing Lee Street, which was part of an area where a lot
of Chinese laborers lived. The area was completely destroyed in WWII
but formal reconstruction did not start until the early 1950s.
From 1951 to 1954, 11 tong laus were built on the street, mainly
for tenenment purposes. The people who moved in here were mostly
working class; many had to share same ﬂat with other families.

Mrs. Fung and her daughter Wing

now 92 years old and lives
with her son, daughterin-law and grandchildren.
She is very attached to the
neighborhood and doesn’t
want to leave. As long as
she wants to stay, her family
will support her, and will not
move against her will.

Mrs. Fung and her family share the ground ﬂoor ﬂat with ﬁve
other households. Even though the living environment is crowded,
they prefer it to some remote public housing estate in the New
Territories. “I study at a school on Bonham Road, so this location
is good for me,” says Wing, who is a currently a Form 5 student.
What Mrs. Fung likes best about her ﬂat is the open space out
front. She says, “it’s a great place to hang clothes so they don’t
drip on other people’s.”

K. F. Lui
Connie Yam
Lee Street, when the ﬂat above Lee Chakyue’s printing shop became available, she
was given top priority. She now feels safer
and worries less about her nephew because he is back in his favorite neighborhood. The boy, now 16, is two years away
from graduating from school. She says: “I
just hope we can at least live here for two
more years, until he’s ready to face the
challenges of the outside world.”

Auntie Bo
Auntie Bo is sharing a 400 square-foot ﬂat with
her friend, who is also from the same hometown. Both are over 80 years old and are forced
to live with three other households in order to
afford the high $5,500 rent at this dilapidated
ﬂat. Auntie Bo says, “They just don’t want us
to live here anymore. There’s never any maintenance, but the rent keeps going up.”

Yam grew up in Wing Lee Street and is now running
a historic printing shop owned by her father. She is
against the demolition of the street and thinks it
would be a great opportunity for the government
to preserve and revitalize the blocks. Because of the
press coverage and people’s concerns about the fate
of the street, she is thinking of organizing a reunion
of former residents. “When I was a kid, there was a
very poor family living on a
ground ﬂoor ﬂat towards the
end of the street. They kept a
chicken in the corridor outside
their home and every morning they came out to get that
one egg. But they had more
than 10 children,” she recalls.
“I wonder what they are up to
now and I would really like to
see them again.”

After renting a print shop for about
40 years printing ﬁles, cards and
folders, Mr. Lui has accepted the
$365,400 compensation offered by
the URA and plans to move out next
year and retire. He says he will just
throw away his equipment because
it’s of no use to anyone else.
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An architectural diagram showing the full length of Wing Lee Street. (Image credit: Woo Pui-leng)

Save the Tong Lau

Why should we conserve Wing Lee Street?
Wing Lee Street might be tiny, but is a testimony to Hong Kong’s history,
and one of the last remaining pieces of heritage of this kind. Architecture
professor Woo Pui-leng of Chinese University, who has done extensive studies on the urban transformation of Central and Western district, takes us on
an architectural tour down Wing Lee.

An Intact Group of Tong Laus
Wing Lee Street is one of the last streets in Hong Kong where the entire
street of tong laus remains intact. The 11 tong laus there, despite having
different physical conditions, are kept almost completely unchanged as
when they were when ﬁrst built from 1951 to 1954. The entire street had
been destroyed during World War II, and so these buildings were built for
tenement purposes at that time to house as many residents as possible
in an economical and practical way. The 11 tong laus are designed by two
architects, A. H. Basto and N. H. Fok, so the buildings are of two particular
styles. This architectural diagram (see above), by Professor Woo, shows
the distinctive difference of the two styles. This is one of the reasons why
Professor Woo believes keeping only 10-12 Wing Lee Street, as suggested by
the URA, would be useless (see “The Future of Wing Lee,” below).

Shophouses and the Use of the Street Level
Commonly seen in tong laus is a shophouse setting—a shop is usually
located at street level, while the family running the shop often lives right
above, and other residents live on the other upper ﬂoors. This is obvious on
Wing Lee Street, where most of the street level ﬂats of the tong laus are still
shops (all of which are printing presses) while the shop-owners live upstairs.
Professor Woo says that, during the 1950s, small-scale developments
were seen everywhere in Hong Kong, and it was not until after 1970 that
residential developments became larger in scale. “The large-scale development has also eliminated street level life,” she says. “Residential buildings
are elevated so that the street level space becomes a blank wall, or air
ventilation vaults. High rises create a closed environment for the residents.
You hardly know your neighbors, because you hardly see them.” On Wing
Lee Street, because the street level is used for shops, and the street is right
in front of the building, which serves as a public open space, it creates opportunities for residents to meet up. A sense of community is consequently
built up—and has lasted for generations. “Conserving Wing Lee Street will
give us a valuable opportunity to bring this street-level relationship back to
society,” Professor Woo says. “Nothing will happen on the streets anymore,
if all the street level shops are replaced by blank walls.”

The Future of Wing Lee

Demolition and “conservation” according to the URA.
Despite years of public opposition against the Urban Renewal Authority’s
plan for redeveloping Wing Lee and Staunton Streets, the Town Planning
Board may give the URA the green light as early as this month. The
project, obscurely named “H19,” will involve the demolition of eight of
the 11 tong laus on Wing Lee. According to the URA, 288 residents will be
affected by the project. Here is a breakdown of the URA’s plan and the
associated controversies.

Demolition and Redevelopment
There are currently 11 tong laus on Wing Lee Street, all built before 1955.
The URA has planned to demolish eight of them on 1-9 Wing Lee Street. A
line of six-storey residential blocks will be built.
The URA’s rationale: According to a URA spokesman, they have conducted
a heritage assessment survey at Wing Lee Street in 2007, which concludes
that the street has very little signiﬁcant historic value as “no important
historical event or person is associated with the street and the tenement
buildings.” (The people proﬁled on p.10-11 are apparently not important
enough.) The report also states that the tong laus on Wing Lee have “little
design merit,” making its architectural value insigniﬁcant. The URA believes
the only character-deﬁning element of the street’s heritage value is its terrace setting. “The street itself and the ambience of the terrace with low-rise
buildings along this pedestrian street is the most signiﬁcant element worth
preserving,” the report says.
The URA also believes that most of the tong laus on Wing Lee Street
are of poor structural condition. “Extensive defects have been found
within and outside the buildings,” he says. “For buildings which are not of
signiﬁcant heritage value, using public money to acquire and rehabilitate
them for basically private use is not the current urban renewal policy.”
The URA’s vision: (From the top) A model showing
the proposed low-rise development in Wing Lee
Street; an artist impression of what the corner
of Wing Lee and Shing Wong Streets would look
like; and another showing “transparent” proposed
high rises at the back looking from the corner of
Bridges and Shing Wong Streets.
(Image credit: URA)
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Why is it a bad idea? Woo Pui-leng, an architecture professor at Chinese
University, says the signiﬁcance of the street is its overall ambience, an
opinion that contrasts with the URA’s belief that only the street and the
terraces are signiﬁcant—so it is unwise to tear down most of the buildings
on the street while keeping a few. “The architectural value of the site lies
in the entire line of tong laus,” she says. “Tearing down most of the tong

laus destroys that.” The Central and Western Concern Group’s Katty Law also
believes the demolition is destroying one of the last remaining intimate
neighborhoods in Hong Kong. “Not only is this setting very rare these days,
these are the only remaining tong laus that line an entire street. The tong
laus’ setting, with the street in front of them, allows residents to build
up very tight relationships with one another,” she says. “These people’s
relationships trace back decades and generations. So demolishing the street
would simply break down these people’s relationships as well.”
Professor Woo also argues that though the tong lau at 1-2 Wing
Lee Street has been extensively repaired, it will still face demolition.
”Conservation of the entire street is possible,” she says. “Just look at 1 Wing
Lee Street—if a private effort can make it happen, why not the URA? These
are all 1950s buildings—you often ﬁnd buildings of this vintage on the
government’s proposed graded historic private building list, so why not this
line of tong laus?” Woo further argues that it is irrelevant to select buildings
to keep at random, urging for the street to be preserved.

Conservation
To be made “a landmark of history,” the three tong laus at 10-12 Wing Lee
Street will be preserved instead of being demolished. It is unclear what
the URA will do with these three tong laus. The URA claims they have also
set back the position of the new building at 1-2 Wing Lee Street to show a
certain “Victorian stone-pitch wall” at the back.
The URA’s rationale: According to the authority, they would like to conserve
three tong laus in order to “strike a balance between redevelopment and
conservation.” As for the stone wall, they believe their design can “allow
more visual penetration” to the wall.
Why is it a bad idea? Professor Woo thinks keeping only three of the tong
laus is of no use whatsoever in conserving the street. “The URA can’t explain
why these last three tong laus should be conserved—why these three?”
she says. “They were all built at the same time, and are certainly not the
most structurally sound.” She also argues that all the tong laus should be
conserved instead to keep its heritage value—the tong laus are built by two
architects and so it shows the speciﬁc coherence in the designs. Keeping the
last three tong laus would not showcase this at all.

Distinctive Tong Lau Features
Also very distinctive in Wing Lee Street’s buildings are of the common architectural
features found in tong laus of that era. “The ﬂats are designed in the most practical way to suit the needs then,” Professor Woo says. “They all have one studio
space in the front, with big windows facing the street, and a kitchen at the back.
Two buildings share one main staircase [with an air vault often seen in tong laus]
at the center, which leads to the street level. Buildings today have big metal gates
and granite platforms marking the entrance—back in those days there was only a
carousel ﬁnish staircase.”

The Terrace Setting
As most of Central and Western district is constructed along slopes, there are a lot of
terraces built in the area. With redevelopment rapidly happening across the city, there
has been a loss of these terraces. Professor Woo says this is one of the last remaining
authentic terraces found in Hong Kong. “This is also particularly rare—it’s squeezed in
between high rise developments and yet the setting has been kept intact,” she says.

Echoing the Past
The fast disappearing old Hong Kong
has become a headache to local
ﬁlmmakers.
With the ﬁlm “Echoes of the Rainbow” winning a major award at the
Berlin Film Festival, it brings Hong Kong’s attention to not just the
future of Wing Lee Street, where the ﬁlm is shot, but to the fact that
we are losing pieces of old Hong Kong really fast. Finding locations
in Hong Kong to shoot period dramas has become almost impossible
for local ﬁlmmakers.
The ﬁlmmakers of “Echoes of the Rainbow,” which is set in 1960s
Hong Kong, found themselves in trouble when they initially couldn’t
ﬁnd the right location for their ﬁlm. Alex Law Kai-yui and Mabel
Cheung originally went to Sham Shui Po to scout for locations, only
to ﬁnd that most of the streets in even this old neighborhood have
changed quite a bit, with no street having all the tong laus intact. In
the end, they found Wing Lee Street. “If this street is torn down too,
Hong Kong will lose yet another street full of characters,” producer
Mabel Cheung says after returning to Hong Kong from Berlin. “This is
the only street retaining the 1960’s Hong Kong.”
Cheung also mentions that, before ﬁnding Wing Lee Street, they
considered shooting the ﬁlm in Malaysia or Guangzhou instead. “It’d
be preposterous to shoot a ﬁlm about Hong Kong in another city,”
Cheung says.
Indeed. When trying to shoot “Bodyguards and Assassins” last
year, director Teddy Chen found it impossible to ﬁnd local locations
to shoot 1906’s Hong Kong, so he spent more than $10 million to
rebuild Central in a movie studio in Shanghai instead.
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The New Tong Lau

Demolition is not the only way out for old buildings.

The Urban Renewal Authority (URA), for years, have promoted their “4R Strategy.” The
4Rs are namely redevelopment, rehabilitation, preservation and revitalization, which
they claim to use together to “enable a holistic approach to unlock the full potential
of urban renewal.” Whatever the hell that means, it at least tells you that the URA
supposedly should not focus on redevelopment, but also the other 3Rs. The most obvious example would be that of the Woo Cheong Pawn Shop on Johnston Road in Wan
Chai—the line of four shophouses there have been preserved and rehabilitated into two
restaurants today. URA has also provided loans, incentives and insurance schemes to
encourage owners of old buildings in their planned redevelopment zones to rehabilitate
their buildings by themselves.
Unfortunately, for most of the buildings fallen into their redevelopment zones,
demolition is still the URA’s number one choice. So owners of some tong laus, both local
and expat, have decided to take matters into their own hands. Some for the love of their
own buildings; some for a fascination with this particular kind of architecture; some for
the love of its practicality. They put in millions of their own money to maintain or renovate the tong laus, making sure they are safe and in good shape. These people are the
URA’s worst nightmare—but they are deﬁnitely onto something good. Regrettably, their
efforts are going to waste, especially with the planned URA demolition for the redevelopment project in SoHo.

1-2 Wing Lee Street
Anyone walking up the stairs in Shing Wong Street to reach Wing Lee Street would
recognize a white polygon-shaped, three-storey tong lau. This 1951 building marks
the entrance of Wing Lee Street, and is owned by Chow Chung-tak. The building was
designed by architect A.H. Basto, commissioned by Chow’s father. Back in 1951, it only
cost Chow’s father a few thousand dollars to build it and he built it mainly to rent out the
space to make a proﬁt. But after half a century, when Chow inherited the property, the
building had become depilated even with regular maintenance. Because of thi, Chow has
spent $700,000 last year to renovate the entire block. Today, the building looks as good
as new. “This building is a family legacy,” he says, adding that his family also owns a few
more tong laus in Central and Sheung Wan.
Although the URA announced the Wing Lee Street redevelopment project in 2003,
including the information that his building was decided to be demolished, Chow was
not contacted about it until a few weeks ago by the URA, which tried to persuade Chow
to give up the building to receive a compensation of $20 million. However, Chow thinks
selling it to the URA is not an option. He believes it is his duty to provide stable homes for
his tenants instead of selling the building for the sake of money: “The wealth gap in Hong
Kong is so vast, I just feel like doing something for the needy if I’m capable.”
Chow says because of this, he seldom raises rents (the rents have been around
$3,000 to $4,000 per unit per month for the past two decades), and does regular maintenance work to keep the building in good condition. He also has a very good relationship with his tenants, some of whom he has been collecting rent from since he was a
teenager. He considers one tenant family, the Kwongs, family friends. He has seen their
children grow up and start their own families.

60-62 Staunton Street
American Dare Koslow bought two tong laus on Staunton Street in SoHo for $7 million
and spent $2 million more to renovate the blocks. Among the renovation designs are
the concrete ﬂoors making the living space hip and modern, also adding glass doors and
curtains that demarcate the bedroom from the rest of the apartment. Mr. Koslow has
also kept the building’s original ceiling intact and exposed, so as to incorporate heritage
elements with the new, modern design. “When I got into developing tong laus, I wanted
to bring these old buildings back to life and show that with a little imagination, you can
really do fantastic things with these spaces,” he says.
Koslow, who has been fascinated by the architecture of tong laus, believes these
buildings add an essential value to the local community. Tong laus are built for maximum practicality, and also provides an opportunity for the formation of a neighborhood.
“Historically, tenement houses are where Hong Kong people have lived. I wish that the
government would pay attention to and support initiatives to retain these old neighborhoods,” he says. Koslow’s buildings also fall into the URA’s redevelopment project in
Staunton and Wing Lee Streets, which will ultimately lead to their demolition. He is trying
to convince the Town Planning Board to consider taking his buildings out of the project
because of their structurally sound state.

How to renovate your lau?

Hong Kong has several incentive schemes to encourage owners of old
buildings to conduct maintenance and renovation. The Housing Society’s
Building Maintenance Incentive Scheme provides a maximum of 30 percent
of the total repair cost as an incentive to maintain old buildings that are at
least 20 years old. Bear in mind that these buildings must not fall into the
URA’s development areas. More details on www.hkhs.com.
Also, those who own buildings within the URA’s redevelopment zones
should apply for loans directly from URA. They provide interest-free loans
for buildings of 20 years and above with a ceiling of $100,000 per unit.
More details on www.ura.org.hk.
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Have Your Say

The Central and Western District Council will discuss Wing Lee
Street’s redevelopment project on March 12, followed by the
ruling of the Town Planning Board on the new URA plan on
March 19. Show your support by visiting the neighborhood,
where the Central and Western Concern Group has put up

displays outlining their plea and rationale for conserving Wing
Lee Street. The group also urges us to send the government
our opposition toward the demolition of the street. Write to
Secretary of Development Carrie Lam at sdev@devb.gov.hk and
cc it to the group at centralandwestern@yahoo.com. The group

will hold regular activities every week in on the street.
Check the updated activity list on www.centralandwestern.org.
Also, write to us at letters@asia-city.com.hk to tell us
how you feel about the demolition of Wing Lee Street.
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